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The HE-VA Multi-Seeder range includes a variety of models to suit different applications. The Multi-Seeder
is commonly used to apply grass seed, oilseed rape and slug pellets but can be used to apply many other
small seeds and granules. HE-VA have developed bespoke fitting kits to suit the majority of cultivators and
rollers ensuring that the operation of neither the host machine or seeder are compromised. Furthermore the
Multi-Seeder Twin offers the ability to apply two different products at the same time controlled by a single
control box in the cab.
The ability to select either mechanical or electronic metering and control (choose from broadcast or band sowing
outlets and specify the seed roller type) enables precision whatever the application. A Multi-Seeder is equally at
home band sowing oilseed rape on a 3m subsoiler as it is on an 8m Disc Roller broadcasting cover crops.
• Simple calibration and rate setting - easy to set up • Individual metering for each outlet - precision
• Failsafe operator alarms - peace of mind • Bespoke HE-VA machine fitting kits - no compromise

FEATURES

RDS CONTROL BOX

Full in cab control and
monitoring on
electronic machines with
on the move variable rate
control.

RADAR

Accurate forward speed
measurement for precise
seeding.

METERING ROLLER

Individual metering
rollers for each outlet
which can be specified
depending on product to
be applied.

CALIBRATION KIT

Simple calibration and
rate setting.

QUICK EMPTY
CHUTE

Easy to use. Quick empty
chute for leftovers.

MULTI-SEEDER SPECIFICATION
Model

Description

Outlets

Fan

Hopper
Capacity

100538610

Multi-Seeder 8 electronic

8

Twin 12V

200l

100538615

Multi-Seeder 8 pro electronic

8

Hydraulic

200l

100538710

Multi-Seeder 8 pro electronic

8

Hydraulic

410l

100538752

Multi-Seeder 12 pro electronic

12

Hydraulic

420l

100538720

Multi-Seeder 8 twin pro electronic

2x8

Hydraulic

2 x 100l

100538730

Multi-Seeder 12 twin pro electronic

2 x 12

Hydraulic

90l +140l

Fertiliser resistant versions available on request.
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